AUGER TOOLS
*Prices in CAD

AGI offers a range of tools for your operation to assist
with the maintenance of your auger. Contact us today
to place an order!

Auger Tools
Reducer/Reverser
Lifter Kits
(B001) 16” - $72.90
(B002) 13” - $56.80
This tool will help you quickly lift
our 13” or 16” Reducer/Reverser
gearboxes. Hooks onto the cooling
fins on the gearbox and provides
a simple loop at the top for hoisting.
(1 pcs)

Gooseneck Hitch Kit
(B003) $528.01
Make towing large augers easier. Simply
replace the short tow bar on any 13”
or 16” auger and you can tow the auger
with better weight distribution on your
truck. (1 pcs)

5th Wheel Hitch Kit
(B004) $581.65
Tow your auger with your 5th wheel
truck with ease. Simply replace the
short tow bar on any 13” or 16” auger
and you can tow the auger with your
5th wheel truck. Allows for better
weight distribution on your truck.
(1 pcs)

Truck Plug Extension
Harness
(B010) $139.83
This tool adapts the agricultural 7-pin
connector to your automotive 7-pin
connector for your auger lights.

Tube Cradle Kit
(B008) $510.58

Boot Lifter Kit
(B005) $196.36

Available in all auger tube sizes, the
tube cradle kit perfectly cradles your
auger. Its rubber padded interior
keeps your auger tube scratch free.
Includes 4 of each 6”, 8”, 10”, 13”, and
16” size cradles.

This boot lifter works on your 13” or
16” boots. The adjustable winch bracket
makes it easy to balance the boot for
easy placement. (1 pcs)

Reducer/Reverser
Puller Kit
(B006) $332.28
This puller fits perfectly over your 13” or
16” gearbox making it easy to separate
it from the flighting shaft. This kit is a
perfect addition to make servicing faster
and easier. This kit comes with 5 extra
puller rods, giving you lots of extras.

Sawhorse Kit
(B007) $221.44
A trick to easy assembling. The sawhorse kit is a perfect combination with
the tube cradle kits. The tube cradle kits
sit nicely on these sawhorses providing
a sturdy foundation. (1 pcs)

Thrust Adjust Wrench Kit
(B009) $40.52
This wrench has been perfectly fitted
to easily tighten your thrust adjuster.
(1 pcs)

*Prices in CAD

AGI is a leading provider of equipment solutions for agriculture bulk commodities including seed,
fertilizer, grain, and feed systems with a growing platform in providing equipment and solutions for
food processing facilities. AGI has manufacturing facilities in Canada, the United States, the United
Kingdom, Brazil, India and Italy and distributes its products globally.
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